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I 
摘  要 
随着我国经济的快速发展和人民生活水平的不断提高，城市化进程日益加
剧。为了解决更多城市人口的居住问题，高层、超高层建筑大量兴起。众所周知，





















再建立一套降阶平均 ˆIto 方程，此方程的模态能量通过运用拟可积 Hamilton 体系
和有限时间及半无限时间控制动态规划方程的随机平均法得到。通过求解动态规
划方程得到 优控制力，通过求解状态方程得到结构的响应， 后运用 NSO 控
制算法求得数值解并与 LQG 算法求得的解答进行比较。得出一个重要的结论：
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ABSTRACT 
With the rapid development of our economy and the increasing improvement of 
people's living standard, the urbanization progress is sharpening. In order to solve the 
housing problem for more urban population, high and high-rise buildings are built in a 
large amount. As is known to all, earthquakes and hurricanes are natural disasters 
seriously harmful to human beings. Especially in recent 20 years our nature has 
occurred many earthquakes and strong tornadoes, which has caused great damages 
and heavy losses of lives and property. Since people can't in advance precisely predict 
the magnitude and the property of external loads that may apply to our buildings in 
the future, and the structures don’t have the ability to adapt to the varied external 
loads by means of traditional design methods, therefore, it is very difficult to ensure 
the safety of high and high-rise buildings when they are subject to seismic action or 
strong wind action even though they are designed according to very high fortification 
intensity. In recent years, the rapid development of structural vibration control 
technology has helped to provide an efficient way in solving the above problem. 
Hence, the research of seismic and wind vibration control for high and high-rise 
buildings is a major issue confronting structural engineers. Regarding the Benchmark 
model as the research subject, this paper conducts the research on active control 
problem on the basis of previous studies. Main completed works are as follows:  
The problem of vibration control for wind-excited tall buildings has been a key 
issue that structural engineers devote to discussing and researching, which can be 
easily figured out from all the previous International Conferences on Structural 
Control. This paper derives a greatly simplified evaluation model through DOF 
condensation and order reduction for a 76-storey wind-excited tall building. It makes 
analysis the response quantities of displacement, velocity and acceleration for the 
benchmark problem of tall buildings under pulse wind excitations by using different 
control methods and control strategies, puts forward two different kinds of 
performance criteria: RMS responses based on stochastic analysis and peak responses 
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strategies, adequately designs sample controller for a comparison of RMS responses 
and peak responses of uncontrolled structure, TMD controlled structure and LQG 
controlled structure subject to the same wind excitations. In conclusion, some 
evaluations and comparisons are also made among performance criteria and 
optimization effects of various control strategies to obtain optimal control in this 
paper. 
Still regard the 76-story tall building under wind excitation as the object of study. 
First of all, a set of equations for wind excitation are established, then the problem of 
stochastic optimal control for wind-excited tall buildings by means of noise 
contaminated measurement of system state is set forth. Then the stochastic optimal 
control problem of partially observable system is converted into that of completely 
observable system based on the separation principle. A set of dimension-reduced 
averaged Itoˆ equations for modal energies is obtained by using the stochastic 
averaging method for quasi-integral Hamiltonian system and the dynamical 
programming equations for finite time-interval and semi-infinite time interval controls 
are established. The optimal control force is obtained from solving the dynamical 
programming equation and the responses of the uncontrolled and controlled tall 
buildings are predicted from solving the system state equation. Finally, numerical 
result are obtained and compared with that obtained using LQG controller. We draw a 
very important conclusion that the results obtained from NSO control strategy is more 
effective and efficient than those obtained by using LQG controller.  
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